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Abstract

   

time solution for the following multi-label map labeling
In this paper, we present an
problem: Given a set of distinct sites in the plane, place at each site a triple of uniform squares
of maximum possible size such that all the squares are axis-parallel and a site is on the boundaries of
its three labeling squares. We also study the problem under the discrete model, i.e., a site must be at
the corners of its three label squares. We obtain an optimal
time algorithm for the latter
problem.
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Introduction

Map labeling is a popular problem on information visualization in our daily life. It is an old art in
cartography and finds new applications in recent years in GIS, graphics and graph drawing [1, 2, 5, 6,
7, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22, 27, 29, 30]. Among many problems in map labeling, labeling points is
of special interest to many practitioners and theoreticians. In the paper by Formann and Wagner [11],
any point site can only be labeled with 4 candidate (axis-parallel) squares each of which has a vertex
anchored at the site and the objective is to maximize the square size. See Figure 1, I.a, for an instance of
the problem. (In general we call this kind of model discrete, i.e., each site has only a constant number of
candidates.) Even this seemingly simplest version is shown to be NP-complete and moreover; it is NPhard to approximate within factor 2 [11]. (For details regarding NP-completeness readers are referred to
[12].) In the past several years more generalized models have been proposed. The basic idea is to allow
each site to have an infinite number of possible candidate labels (see [10, 14, 17, 26, 30]). This model is
more natural than the previous discrete models (like the one in [11]) and has been coined as the sliding
model in [17]. On the other hand, designing efficient algorithms for map labeling under the sliding model
is a new challenge to map labeling researchers. We briefly review some recent results on labeling points
under the sliding model.
Before our review, we briefly define some necessary concepts in approximation algorithms as most
of the problems in labeling points try to maximize the size of the labels. An approximation algorithm for
a (maximization) optimization problem  provides a performance guarantee of  if for every instance
 of  , the solution value returned by the approximation algorithm is at least  of the optimal value

for . For the simplicity of description, we simply say that this is a factor  approximation algorithm for
 .
In [10], Doddi et al. designed several approximation algorithms for labeling points with arbitrarily
oriented squares and circles (though the constant factors are impractical: 36.6 and 29.86 respectively).
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They also presented bicriteria PTAS for the problems. The former bound was improved to 12.95 by Zhu
and Qin [31] and significantly to 5.09 by Doddi et al. most recently [9]. The latter bound on labeling
points with circles was improved to 19.35 by Strijk and Wolff [26] and recently to 3.6 by Doddi et al.
[9]. If any labeling square must be along a fixed direction (e.g., axis-parallel), Zhu and Qin showed that
it is possible to have a factor-4 approximation [31]. In [17] van Kreveld et al. proved that it is NP-hard to
decide whether a set of points can all be labeled with axis-parallel unit squares under the sliding model.
See Figure 1, I.b, for an example of labeling points with sliding axis-parallel squares. (In fact, in [17],
van Kreveld et al. tried to maximize the number of sites labeled instead of the size of the labels.) In
[26] Strijk and Wolff used similar ideas to prove that the problem of labeling points with maximum size
uniform circles is NP-hard. This explains why it is meaningful to study approximation algorithms for
these problems.

I.a

I.b

II.a

II.b

III.a
III.b
Figure 1. Examples for one-label, two-label and three-label point labeling.

As another kind of generalization for map labeling, recently Zhu and Poon studied the problem of
labeling point sites with axis-parallel uniform square pairs and circle pairs. The motivation is that in some
applications we need two labels for a site [20] (like labeling a map for weather reporting or labeling a
bilingual city map). They obtained factor-4 and factor-2 algorithms for the two problems respectively,
besides presenting a bicriteria approximation scheme [30]. For map labeling with uniform square pairs,
Zhu and Qin [31] first improved the approximation factor of [30] from 4 to 3. Then Qin et al. further
improved the factor to 2 [23]. More recently, Spriggs proved that the problem is NP-hard and, in fact,
NP-hard to approximate within a factor of 1.33 [24]. See Figure 1, II.a and II.b for examples of labeling
points with uniform square pairs under the discrete and sliding model respectively.
For map labeling with uniform circle pairs, Qin et al. first improved the 2 approximation factor to
1.96 and proved that problem is NP-hard, in fact, NP-hard to approximate within a constant factor of
 [23]. The 1.96 factor was recently improved to 1.686 by Spriggs and Keil [25] and then by Wolff
et al. to 1.5 [28]. There are still some gaps between the lower and upper bounds for both of the two
problems.
In this paper, we study the problem of labeling point sites with uniform square triples. (See Figure
1, III.a, III.b for examples of labeling points with uniform square triples under the discrete and sliding
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model respectively.) The problem is interesting both in application and theory. In practice, many weather
reporting programs on TV need to label a city with three labels: its name, temperature and chance of
rainfall. In theory, the problem of labeling point sites with uniform squares is NP-hard under either the
discrete model [11] or the sliding model [17]. Also, the problem of labeling point sites with uniform
square pairs is NP-hard under both the discrete and sliding model [24]. On the other hand, labeling
point sites with four squares is trivially polynomial solvable (the solution is decided by the closest pair
of the point set, under the  metric). The labeling problems for points with circles and circle pairs
are both NP-hard [26, 23]. Finally, we remark that it is impossible to label a point with three or more
non-overlapping circles.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally define the new problem of labeling
points with uniform square triples under the discrete and sliding models. In Section 3, we present an
optimal solution for the problem under the discrete model. In Section 4, we present a polynomial time
solution for the problem under the sliding model. In Section 5, we conclude the paper.

2 Preliminaries
In this section we formally define the problems to be studied. We also make some definitions related
to our algorithms. The MLUST problem (Map Labeling with Uniform Square Triples) is defined as
follows:
Instance: A set  of points (sites)  ,  , ...,  in the plane.
Problem: Does there exist a set of triples of axis-parallel squares of maximum size (i.e., length of a
side)  each of which is placed at each input site   such that no two squares intersect in their
interiors and no site is contained in any square.
Notice that we can have two versions of the problem: the problem can be under the discrete model
in which every site must be at the corners of its three labeling squares and the problem can also be under
the sliding model in which every site can be on the boundaries of its three labeling squares. Because of
the nature of the problem even under the sliding model every site must be at the corners of at least two
of its labeling squares. We present below a few definitions which will be used in later sections.
Given a set  of sites in the plane, the closest pair of  under  metric,  , is defined as
the minimum  -distance between any two points in  . Clearly  can be computed in  "!#
time with standard algorithm in computational geometry [21].

3 Map Labeling With Uniform Square Triples (MLUST) Under the Discrete Model
In this section we present the details of a polynomial time algorithm for the MLUST problem under the
discrete model. Because of the nature of the problem, the metric discussed in this paper is $ unless
otherwise specified. Let   % be the closest pair of  under the  -metric. Let & denote the size
of each square in the optimal solution of the discrete MLUST problem. The following lemma is easy to
prove.
Lemma 1

 ('*)+& )+ .

In the following we show how to decide whether a set of points  can be labeled with square triples
with edge length & , % (',)&-). . For any two points 0/1324 , let 53,670/1328 denote the
 -distance between them. Let 9 denote the  -circle centered at point :; with radius & . Clearly,
3

the circle 9# contains no other point from the input set  except its own center. Note that each circle
9# can be partitioned into four  -circles with radius & (' , which are geometrically squares with edge
length & . We loosely call them sub-squares of 9- . Basically, to label  we need to select three out of
four sub-squares in each 9 so that no two sub-squares intersect each other.
:/ & .
We now present our algorithm. First, we compute the following multiple intersection graph
9# ) )  are the vertices for  / &  . There is an edge between 9 / 9 2 if they intersect and only
one pair of sub-squares of them overlap. If at least two (and at most three) pairs of sub-squares of 9$ and
9 2 overlap, then we draw two edges between 9 and 9 2 . (Recall that two squares overlap if they have a
common interior point.)
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Figure 2. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 2 There is a valid labeling for  with square triples of size
component of ; / &  has at most one cycle.



&

if and only if every connected



Proof: We refer to Figure 2. By the definition of the problem, if we have a cycle in
:/ & which
contains no multiple edge then when we label  the labeling will generate ‘pressure’ to either 9%2 or 9 .
In other words, one of the sub-squares of either 92 or 9 will be ‘destroyed’ and cannot be used as legal
label for either  2 or  anymore. This holds for all the nodes involved in that cycle. (In Figure 2, Case
1, the labeling of  generates ‘pressure’ on 9 2 .) If 9# and 9 2 form a cycle with two edges, similar claim
holds, except that we need to label  ( 2 ) with a sub-square which only generates one ‘pressure’ to 9 2
( 9# ). (See Figure 2, Case 2.) Now we continue with our proof.
(Necessity.) Assume that there is a valid labeling for  with square triples of size & . Then for each 9$ ,
it receives at most one ’pressure’, i.e., at most one of its four sub-squares cannot be used as a legal label
for 7 . Clearly, that implies that every connected component of ;:/ & contains at most one cycle.
(Sufficiency.) It is easy to see that a leaf dangling at a cycle has no influence over the labeling of the
centers of those nodes involved in a cycle. So we assume that there is no leaf node in any connected
component of
:/ & . Now if each connected component of ;:/ & is a cycle then obviously we
can label the centers of all those nodes 9- involved in that cycle.
Clearly the graph
 / &  has a vertex degree of at most 12. So the graph is of linear size and
checking whether the graph contains more than one cycle can be done in linear time with standard graph
algorithms. To obtain a polynomial time solution for MLUST under the discrete model, what we are
going to do is to prove that there are only a polynomial number of candidates for & . Among them, the
largest will give us the size of the optimal solution. Let the coordinates of  be (:6  / 67  ) and let
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632  .) We have the following lemma.
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Lemma 3 The size of the optimal solution for MLUST under the discrete model is equal to either
   , or 5  6 /1 2  (' or 5 # 6 /1 2  for some / , provided that its value is bounded by    ('
and  .
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Figure 3. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Proof: Notice that if the size of the optimal solution for MLUST under the discrete model is not
then the reason why we cannot increase the size of the optimal solution must be the following:
one of the labels of  already touches the label of  2 . In Figure 3 (a), the optimal size is 5 67 /1 28 ('
and in Figure 3 (b) it is 5 % 60/1 28 . (For clarity of the figure, we do not show other sites and their
labeling in Figure 3.) Because all the labels must have the same size, the lemma simply follows.
Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 naturally give us the following algorithm. For each site  , we look at the
axis-parallel square C centered at  with edge length % . Clearly any point  out of this square
would be at a distance longer than '( , which implies 53,670/1 ( (' cannot be the optimal solution
value for the problem. As any two sites in C are at least   distance away, we only need to consider
a constant number (24) of points in  which are the closest to  . (Overall, for all  this can be computed
in  "!% time using standard techniques [8].) For each such point  2 , we simply measure 5  6 /1 2 
and 5 # 670/132  . If 53670/132  (' or 5% 6 /132  is out of the range   ('3/  %  then throw it
away as a valid candidate. Eventually we have at most ' '" .
  number of candidates. We
sort them into a list &  / / &  and then we run a binary search over this list to decide the maximum
value & such that a valid labeling for  with this size exists. As the decision step, following Lemma 3.2,
  "!# is a lower
takes  time, the whole algorithm takes  "! time. It is easy to show that 
bound under the algebraic decision tree model for  the MLUST
problem,
by
a
reduction
from the element

uniqueness problem: given a set of real numbers
,
there
are
two
elements
which
are equal if


/





/



and only if the MLUST problem for point set   /!  / /8 /!  has a zero solution, under either the
discrete or sliding models. Summarizing the above results, we have the following theorem.









Theorem 1 For any given set of points in the plane, the above algorithm, which runs in "* "!%
time, produces an optimal solution for the MLUST problem under the discrete model.
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4 Map Labeling With Uniform Square Triples (MLUST) Under the Sliding Model
In this section, we shall proceed with the more interesting problem of labeling a set of points with sliding
square triples. Because of the nature of the problem, not all of the three labels for a site  can slide; in
fact, only one of them can. We hence call the two discrete sub-squares in the label of  base sub-squares
or base labels. Let  be the optimal solution of the problem MLUST under the sliding model. We have
a lemma similar to Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 4

 ('*)+ )+ .
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Figure 4. A pressure-releasing operation.
Our general idea is the same as that for the discrete case. We first try to design a decision procedure
which can decide for any &   ('3/    whether a valid labeling of  with sliding square
triples of size & exists. We follow the same procedure as in the previous section to build a multi-graph
; / &  . (The nodes of  / &  are the squares 9# whose centers are  , for all $  .) However,
because of the difference between the two models we cannot immediately have a lemma similar to
Lemma 3.2. The reason is that the sliding of some label for  might simply terminate any ‘pressure’
its neighbor carries over to it. In Figure 4 (a), if we label  using the shaded sliding label then the
‘pressure’ from  vanishes and in Figure 4 (b), if we label  using the shaded sliding label then the
‘pressure’ from  2 vanishes. We call 6 2 /170/1 ( a critical triple if 9 2 intersects 9 and 9# intersects
9 . A pressure-releasing operation on a critical triple  2(/170/1 is that we label  with sliding labels
such that the labels generate minimum ‘pressure’ on either  2 or  , i.e., the number of either  2 or  ’s
sub-squares destroyed by the labels of  is minimized and furthermore, the area of both  2 and  ’s
sub-squares destroyed by the labels of  is also minimized. (The first condition implies that a pressurereleasing operation destroys either 0 or 1 sub-square of  2 or  . The second condition implies that if
a pressure-releasing operation has to destroy a sub-square of  2 or  then it will destroy the minimum
area of it. Finally, it is clear that we can perform at most  8 pressure-releasing operations on any
given critical triple.) In this case we call 9 a cycle-breaker in
:/ & and clearly a cycle-breaker will
:/ & if we perform a pressure-releasing operation on its
terminate some pressure along some cycle in
center. Therefore, we have the following revised version of Lemma 3.2, whose proof is straightforward.


























Lemma 5 There is a valid labeling for  with sliding square triples of size & if and only if every connected
component of
:/ & has at most one cycle after a set of pressure-releasing operations are enumerated.
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Notice that different from the discrete MLUST problem, this lemma does not give us a static algorithm as does Lemma 3.2. In fact, at the first glance, it seems that the above lemma gives us an exponential solution. However, we will make use of a specific property of ;:/ & to obtain a polynomial time
solution.
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Figure 5. An example for the states of
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What we do is as follows. As the vertex degree of any node in
 / &  is at most a constant (12),
we can fix any node 9 and identify all possible states of it. That state is determined by the position of
the two base sub-squares as well as along which path adjacent to 9 the ‘pressure’ will be generated.
For example, in Figure 5, if we use 9  8 / 9#  '  / 9#   and 9#   to indicate the corresponding four
and southeast
sub-squares of 9 which are located at the northeast, northwest,
 
 southwest

  corners
 of  ,
are:
,
then
the
corresponding
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for
9
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  9#  '  / 9#    /  //    ,  9#   / 9#   /  /  / 9  ,   9#   / 9#   /   / 9 /   ,   
 9   / 9  8 / / 9 /   and  9   / 9  8 /  / 9 /   . In this case,  9  8 / 9  '  / /  
means
that the base sub-squares for  will be 9#  8 and 9#  '  , and this state will generate pressure on

path and  (because in this case there is a gap of at least & between 9%2 and 9 ). Clearly we have  8
number of states for 9 .
What we do next is to fix a state of 9 and traverse the graph by following those paths carrying
‘pressures’ generated so far. Suppose that after visiting 9 2 and successfully labeling  2 (i.e., the current
state of 32 is safe), we reach at a vertex 9 . If we can find a valid labeling of  taking into consideration
all the pressures generated on  so far, then we set the state of  as safe and we continue our traversal.
If we reach a dead state at  , i.e., no valid labeling of  exists (in other words, at least two of  ’s subsquares are destroyed), then we backtrack to 92 and traverse the edge 9 2 / 9 ( by starting at a different
safe state of  2 , if there exists one. If we backtrack to  and try out all its safe states and still cannot find
a valid labeling for all the sites in  , then a valid labeling of  with square triples of size & does not exist.
At the first sight, this procedure seems to take exponential time. However, the following lemma
guarantees a polynomial time solution for fixed & . (Following Lemma 4.2, if we can label all sites
corresponding to nodes in
:/ & with square triples of size & then there must exist at least one node
in ;:/ & which admits a pressure-releasing operation.)























Lemma 6 In the above procedure, if at each cycle-breaker 92 we minimize the out-going pressure along
9 2 / 9 ( while withholding the incoming ‘pressure’ then for each state of 9%2 there is a unique state for
the next cycle-breaker 9 in the same cycle.
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Proof. The correctness of this lemma is due to that if a valid labeling with size & for set  exists,
then there must exist one valid labeling starting at some 9- such that at each step the pressure which the
current labeling generates is minimized.
The above lemma basically shows that the procedure in the previous paragraph runs in linear time if
we start at a 9 which admits a pressure-releasing operation. (For each cycle-breaker 9%2 we have  8
states, when traversing the graph from 92 to the next cycle-breaker 9 we can only reach exactly one
state of 9 . This procedure finishes either after we try all states of 9- without finding a valid labeling for
 or we terminate with a valid labeling of size & for set  .) However, as in the optimal labeling not all
9 ’s admit a pressure-releasing operation we need to try the above procedure  times — starting at
every possible node in the graph. Therefore, for a fixed & deciding whether we can label  with sliding

square triples of size & can be done in       time. To solve MLUST under the sliding
model, we must also make sure that there are only a polynomial number of candidates for . This is
guaranteed with the following lemma.





Lemma 7 The size of the optimal solution for MLUST under the sliding model
is equal to either the
optimal solution for MLUST under the discrete model or 5 670/132   for some  /132  and some
such that  ) )+  , provided that its value is bounded by    (' and   % .
p’K

p’1

pi

pj

Figure 6. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 4.4.
Proof. It is only necessary to discuss the situation when  is not equal to the optimal solution for
for
MLUST under the discrete model. In this situation, the reason that the optimal solution value
MLUST under the sliding model cannot be increased is that there exists a series of
labels   / /1
touching each other and the sum of their sizes is exactly the distance between some sites  and  2 , i.e.,
each   contributes some distance to fill the - -gap between  and 32 (Figure 6). We call 60/132  an
extreme pair. (Note that in Figure 6 we do not show the base labels for all the sites, for the clarity of
the figure.) What remains to show is that each   contributes exactly a distance of
to fill the  -gap
between  and 32 , which in turn implies that we do not need to consider any which is larger than   .
Assume to the contrary that this is not the case, i.e., at least one of the sites, say   , would contribute
'( to fill the  -gap between 7 and 32 . However, this implies that either 6 /1  or 6 /132  would be
an extreme pair.
Similar to the previous section, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 naturally give us the following algorithm. For each pair of sites  0/132 , we simply measure 5367 /132  . If any of 5367 /1 2     ) )
 8 is out of the range   ('3/    then we throw it away as a valid candidate. With / fixed,
we have at most  candidates. In total we have   candidates for  . (We also need to test all the
 candidates for the discrete problem.) We sort them into a list  / /   in   "!% time
and then we run a binary search over this list to decide the maximum value  such that a valid labeling

for  with such a value exists. As the decision step, following Lemma 4.3, takes   time, the whole

  "!     "! time. Summarizing the above results, we have
algorithm takes   "!% 
the following theorem.
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Theorem 2 For any given set of points in the plane, there is an
MLUST problem under the sliding model.

  "!%

time solution for the



In the following, we show that the problem can be solved in   "!% time. Notice that when
the sizes of the solutions under the discrete and the sliding model differ, then the size $ of the op
timal solution
under  the sliding model is of the form   5  6 /1   where 6 /1    and

 (/ '3/   . In the following we show that the search for can be performed efficiently,
without enumerating all the possible values of  , by a decimation argument. The main idea is reminiscent of Blum et al. [3] algorithm for finding a median in linear time.
Let be a finite set of pairs of real numbers. We denote

and

.
 
 
Similarly
. A weighted median
of is such
,

)
 
  that  #/ %-
(' and
) (' . A weighted median can be computed in   time (see the book by Cormen
et al. [4] page 193).

The set of the distances 5 6 /1   for all 6/1     is denoted by  . Initially, the search interval
1&  / &   is  /   . For all 5 4  , we denote by the set of the lengths 5  that belong to 1&  / &   and
(/ '3/   . We denote by the median of and is the cardinality of .
such that 
explicitly, for instance in case
We can find both these values in  8 time without computing
is non–empty the index associated with its smallest element is given by
  (/    . The
recursive function described below reduces the search interval 1&  / &   and returns the optimal size when
it differs from the solution to the discrete problem.





            

  
  

         
   
&

"!

#%$
'$



&

Algorithm decimate(
 & / & ) 

 /  5 
1. compute 
2. if

3.
then return &
4.
else compute the weighted median
5.
if the sliding decision problem  /
 / & 
6.
then return 5
7.
else return 5
1&  / 



#($

#%$

&
$
)+*-,

/. 02$ 1 43

#$
#$

'$  $

/798 :;=<67 
/798 :;=<67 6



5 6


has a solution

Correctness of this algorithm follows from previous discussions and the following invariant: the
decision problem with parameters :/ &   has a solution and the one with parameters :/ &   has no

solution. Now we prove that it runs in   "! time. First note that each call to 5
, ignoring

the recursive calls, takes   time. Indeed, step  can be performed in constant time per 5   as

was explained in the previous paragraph, and step can be performed in   time. So we only need
to prove that a constant fraction of 
is discarded at each recursive call.

/798 >;=<67

?
# @ $ A #B$
Lemma 8 At each recursive call to 5C7D8 :;/<E7 , the cardinality of # shrinks by a factor at least  .
 




Proof: Note that # F . We show that #HG 1&  /6
 )   , the proof that #HG  / &   )
  is similar. For all 5 . such that I$HJK , at least  $(' lengths in #%$ that are greater or
equal
to '$ are also greater or equal to ML , therefore they do not appear in #NG+1&  /6
 . Therefore

#OG 1 &  /6%  )P    RQRS   $ . By the definition of the weighted median  # G+1&  /6%  )
  T .
Putting everything together, we have the following theorem.

    "!% time.

Proof: First we solve the problem under the discrete model in  "!% time and obtain an optimal

size & . Then we compute &   5/798 >;=<67  /"!  , it runs in   time per level of recursion, and

it recurses 1 "! times by Lemma 4.6, so the whole process takes   "!# time. Clearly, the
maximum of & and &  is .

Theorem 3 The MLUST problem under the sliding model can be solved in
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5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we investigate the new problem of labeling point sites with uniform square triples, under
either the discrete or sliding models. We present an optimal "* "! time algorithm for the discrete

problem and an   "!% time solution for the problem under the sliding model. This is significantly
different from the problem of labeling point sites with uniform square pairs, which is NP-hard under
both the discrete and sliding models. An immediate question is whether we can reduce the gap between
  "!% lower bound and the    "! upper bound for the general problem. It is interesting
the 
to know whether a near linear time algorithm can be designed. In order to obtain a subquadratic time

bound, a very different method would have to be discovered that does not make use of the current  
time decision algorithm. Another interesting practical extension for all the research in multi-label point
labeling would be allowing the labels to have different shapes.
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